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2 Introduction

Mission Statement
The Uniters Groups’ aim is to supply you with technologically innovative,
time saving and efficient products in observation with the most rigid 
environmental rules. 

Service, Style, Speed and Satisfaction
are the four S’s we stand for.

· Active in:

Furniture Market

Leather Goods Market

Motor Cycle Wear Market

Automotive Market

Aviation Market

Nautic Market

Tanneries

· Sales in 82 countries

· Runs Call Centers Sells 
Customer Service, Repair service 
and Extended Warranties in 
multiple markets for Italian, 
Dutch, UK, Belgian, Spanish, 
Portuguese, North American, 
Australian, Singaporean, 
Japanese, and Swiss Markets

Uniters S.p.A.
· Italian company, founded in 1987

and base of the Uniters Group

· Produces leather, fabric, wood, 
car and aviation care, cleaning 
and repair products

· Based in Arzignano area - largest
tannery concentration worldwide

· ISO 9001 certified since 1998

· ISO 14001 certified since 2004

· OHSAS certified since 2005

· Own Research & Development 
Centre headed by Dr. Leo Tork
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ISO Certifications
ISO 9001 Quality 
Management System

Uniters S.p.A. is producing under the
ISO 9001 Quality Management 
System since the year 2000. It has
been one of the first care product
companies to achieve and maintain
the certifications up to today. This
means that every employee of the
company is doing his or her work 
according to specific and strict 
standards with respect to quality. 
All our suppliers are - requested to
respect the same standards.

ISO 14001 Environmental 
Quality System

The environment is a precious good
that Uniters intends to preserve
where it cans. Therefore, since
2004, Uniters is 14001 certified. 

 

OHSAS 18001
Health and Safety Certification

A company is made of people and
Uniters cares for people. The
OHSAS certification awarded since
2005, sets out specific and strict
rules concerning the safety at the
work place. Safety, solvent use and
handling of goods are monitored
closely to the benefit of the 
health and safety of who works at
Uniters S.p.A.

This is our very well recognized trade 
mark for consumer leather care products.
The Trade Mark, registered in 1988, has been used on 
products used by tanneries, manufacturers, retailers, 
service technicians and consumers on 5 continents.

A professional product line for producing
and repairing leather and leather goods. 
Consists of Edge Paint, Colours, Cleaners, 
Finishes, Primers, Glues, Fillers and 
many more.
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4 Research

The Research Centre is the place
where thought and reflection merge
with machinery and technology to
create innovative solutions.

The Research Centre is the heart of Uniters.

Dr. Leo Tork
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Products for the 
leather goods market

Consumer products

Uniters has been offering since its’
early beginnings demonstrable 
efficient consumer products that 
are fool proof, easy to use and
where possible water based.

Production products

Uniters produces a full range of 
professional products for leather
goods production: edge paint, 
finishes, creams, protection 
products.

After sales service and products

Who works with leather will 
encounter problems either at 
production level or at consumer
level. Uniters has developed a full
product line with problem solving
solutions to keep your goods from
returning to the factory.

Uniters has several repair centres
around the world to assist you locally.

We have organized our products 
into 3 categories:
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6 Consumer products

Leather Soft Cleaner

Leather Soft Cleaner contains a delicate detergent that does not alter the
original properties of your leather or its finish. It can be used on all types of
leather except nubuck and suede. Leather Soft Cleaner is especially 
suitable for cleaning leather shoes, handbags and clothing.  

Size: 100 ml  PETG bottle - childproof cap

Order code: SL01410
minimum 24 pcs

  Leather Strong Cleaner    

Leather Strong Cleaner is a mild, water based cleaner that can be used on
most aniline and pigmented leathers. It will clean soiling as well as most
water based stains. 
This product is used in the same manner as Leather Soft Cleaner, but its’
action is more intensive due to the greater concentration of active 
substances. The difference in this product is that it has twice the active 
cleaning ingredients. Leather Strong Cleaner can be used on all leathers
types. It is very important that you use the product in combination with a
sponge to foam the product, and a cloth to wipe away the excess dirt. 
This product does not remove the finish from any leather that has the 
proper rub resistance standards.

Size: 100 ml  PETG bottle - childproof cap

Order code: SL001517
minimum 24 pcs

Rapid Cleaner S  

Rapid Cleaner S is a concentrated cleaner for pigmented leathers. 
Do not use on Aniline leather, nubuck or suede. This product comes
with a foam pump. 

Size: 100 ml  HDPE bottle - foamer cap

Order code: PF03042
minimum 24 pcs
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Leather Protection Cream 

Leather Protection Cream is a water based product that gently protects
aniline and pigmented leather against oil, water and alcohol based stains. 
It will also keep your leather lovely and soft, and when used regularly 
prevents pigmented leather from cracking due to excessive dryness.

Size: 100 ml  PETG bottle - childproof cap

minimum 24 pcs

Soft Cleaner 
Leather Cleaning Wipe

Soft Cleaner contains a delicate detergent that does not alter the original
properties of your leather or its finish. It can be used on all types of leather
except nubuck and suede. Soft Cleaner is especially suitable for cleaning
leather goods.

Size: Wipe   Single Sachet

Order code: PF02072

Available in English, Italian, German, Dutch, French.

Stay Bright Kit 

The kit contains all the products 
needed to remove and prevent blue
jeans or other colour transfer on to
light coloured leather and leather
like materials.

Packed per 12 pcs.
Order code: PF02709

Weight per carton:  10,55 kg
Dimensions of carton: 21,5 x 32,4 x 34 cm

Contents

225 ml Leather Barrier 
Recycled HDPE bottle - childproof cap

225 ml Leather Cleaner 
Recycled HDPE bottle - childproof cap

125 ml Colour Transfer Remover
Recycled HDPE bottle - childproof cap

1 application cloth
1 cleaning sponge
1 instructions and care tips booklet 

in 9 languages
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Protection Cream
Leather Protecting and Revitalising Wipe

Protection Cream provides excellent protection against water, oil and 
alcohol stains for aniline and dyed leathers. It protects leather against 
everyday soiling, perspiration and greasy skin marks. Protection Cream is
not suitable for nubuck and suede.

Size: Wipe   Single Sachet

Order code: PF02073

Available in English, Italian, German, Dutch, French.

Oleosa Cream
Product to revive oil pull up leathers

Oleosa is a waterproof fatliquoring product that can be applied using a
sponge or a spray gun. As well as giving the leather a soft, oily touch it also
provides the leather with an excellent waterproofing effect. Designed to be
used on oiled or pull-up leathers to uniform the colour, improve the 
softness, renew an oily touch and also remove scratches and lightened
areas during the production.

Size: 100 ml Oleosa Cream  PETG bottle - childproof cap

Wax On
Product to revive wax pull ups

Wax On is a water-based product that when applied on waxy pull up 
leather it restores the normal softness, transparency and look on these
types of leather. It can be applied by cotton cloth to remove scratches and
lightened areas during the production.

Size: 100 ml Wax On  PETG bottle - childproof cap
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Nubuck Cleaning Cloth   

Nubuck Cleaning Cloth is a gum treated cloth that captures dust and dry
soiling. It is gently abrasive without removing fibres. The abrasive action
gives back nubucks’ velvet nap and restores eventual flattened dark areas.

Size: 1 pc 2 pc
Order code: PF00064 PF00065

Nubuck Eco Protector 

Nubuck Eco Protector protects nubuck, suede and aniline, against food
and drink stains and general soiling. It also provides an oil, water and 
alcohol repellency.

Size: 500 ml  HDPE recyle bottle - trigger spray

Order code: SL01894

Nubuck Cleaning Kit    

Specially designed to clean and 
revitalize your Nubuck leathers.

Packed per 24 pcs.
Order code: PF00043

Weight per carton:  8,06 kg
Dimensions of carton: 14,9 x 37 x 51,5cm

Contents

140 ml Nubuck Cleaner 
PETG bottle - childproof cap

2 Nubuck Cleaning Cloths

2 cleaning sponges
1 instructions and care tips booklet 

in 8 languages
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Our team of graphic designers are ready to process any 
request for custom box designs, labels and leaflets.

Hermès The Bespoke Room Delvaux

Joop Braun Buffel Burberry

Lancaster Furla Coccinelle Radley
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EP 1000 series gloss

EP 1000 is a water based edge paint designed to colour and obtain a glossy
full finish from the raw edges for belts, bags, wallets and shoes. Thanks to the
high quality of the raw materials and resins, you achieve high performances 
in terms of wet and dry rub-fastness, as well as excellent flexibility at a 
temperature range from -25°C to +55°C. EP 1000 can be machine or hand
applied in one or two coats without adhesion problems. 

Order code: PF03396 250 ml
PF03081 1 L
PF03087 5 L
PF03089 10 L
PF03115 25 L

Production products

Edge Paint series

EP 1001 white
EP 1002 yellow dc
EP 1004 red
EP 1005 red violet
EP 1006 bordeaux

EP 1003 caramel
EP 1007 brown
EP 1009 black
EP 1010 violet
EP 1011 dark brown

EP 1012 gold yellow
EP 1008 blue
EP 1014 green
EP 1013 orange

Base colours available

Base colours available

EP 2000 series matt

EP 2000 is a water based edge paint designed to colour and obtain a matt full
finish from the raw edges of belts, bags, wallets and shoes. Thanks to the
high quality of the raw materials and resins, you achieve high performances 
in terms of wet and dry rub-fastness, as well as excellent flexibility at a 
temperature range from -25°C to +55°C. EP 2000 can be machine or hand
applied in one or two coats without adhesion problems. EP 2000 is available
in two versions, with normal and high viscosity.

Order code: PF03397 250 ml
PF03376 1 L
PF03545 5 L
PF03544 10 L
PF03542 25 L

EP 2001 white
EP 2002 yellow dc
EP 2004 red
EP 2005 red violet
EP 2006 bordeaux

EP 2003 caramel
EP 2007 brown
EP 2009 black
EP 2010 violet
EP 2011 dark brown

EP 2012 gold yellow
EP 2008 blue
EP 2014 green
EP 2013 orange
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EP 3000 series deep matt

EP 3000 is a water based edge paint designed to colour and obtain a 
very matt full finish from the raw edges of belts, bags, wallets and shoes.
Thanks to the high quality of the raw materials and resins, you achieve high
performances in terms of wet and dry rub-fastness, as well as excellent 
flexibility at a temperature range from -5/7°C to +65°C. EP 3000 can be 
machine or hand applied in one or two coats without adhesion problems. 

Order code: PF03035 1 L
PF03086 5 L
PF03088 10 L
PF03116 25 L

EP 3001 white
EP 3002 yellow dc
EP 3004 red
EP 3005 red violet
EP 3006 bordeaux

EP 3003 caramel
EP 3007 brown
EP 3009 black
EP 3010 violet
EP 3011 dark brown

EP 3012 gold yellow
EP 3008 blue
EP 3014 green
EP 3013 orange

EP 4000 series

EP 4000 is water based edge paint designed to colour and obtain a 
semi-gloss full finish from the raw edges of belts, bags, wallets and shoes.
Thanks to the high quality of the raw materials and resins, you achieve high
performances in terms of wet and dry rub-fastness fastness, as well as 
excellent flexibility at A temperature range from -5/7°C to +65°C. EP 4000
can be machine or hand applied in one or two coats without adhesion 
problems.     
Order code: PF03268 1 L

PF03486 25 L

EP 4001 white
EP 4002 yellow dc
EP 4004 red
EP 4005 red violet
EP 4006 bordeaux

EP 4003 caramel
EP 4007 brown
EP 4009 black
EP 4010 violet
EP 4011 dark brown

EP 4012 gold yellow
EP 4008 blue
EP 4014 green
EP 4013 orange

Base colours available

Base colours available
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Base colours available

EP Fluo

EP Fluo is a water based edge paint with fluorescent pigments. EP Fluo is 
resistant to solvents and sun light. 

Order code: PF03081 1 L

EP Fluo blue
EP Fluo red

EP Fluo orange
EP Fluo lemon

EP Fluo pink
EP Fluo green

Base colours available

EP Reflex

EP Reflex is a water based edge paint with a reflective effect.
EP Refle  x can be applied directly on the raw edge, or as a final coat on 
an already existing EP. 

Order code: PF03081 1 L

EP Reflex neutral
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Primer EP

Primer EP is a water-based product designed to reduce the absorption of the
leather edges and to increase the adhesion of EP. Primer EP can be machine
or hand applied.   

Size: 1 L  HDPE bottle 

Anti Foam

Anti foam is a silicon free blend of vegetable and mineral oils. It can be
added to EP or Primer EP in order to eliminate eventual foam build up 
during the EP application.  Normally a dosage of 0.2-1% of Anti foam in 
the finished product is sufficient. 

Size: 1 L  HDPE bottle 

Thickener   

Thickener increases the viscosity of EP.
Normally a dosage of 0.3-2.0 % of Thickener in EP is sufficient.

Size: 1 L  HDPE bottle

Edge Paint auxilieries
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Colour photo-spectrometer

This innovative Edge Paint matching and dosing system 
is revolutionizing the way you handle custom coloured 
Edge Paint:

UnitersPro 
colour system

· Matches any colour from 14 base 
Edge Paint colours.

· Eliminates lead time completely 
for styling departments

· Mixes any quantity from 25 ml up 
to 1 litre.

· Easy to use.

· Fast and accurate dosing.

· Extreme precision up to 0,03g.

· Eliminates mismatches of 
samples with production batches 
as you communicate us the 
recipe you want.

· Eliminates need of colour cards 
as you make your own.

· Low maintenance.

· Reduces your stock of Edge Paint.
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Portable and  
Convenient
Capsure goes wherever you need
to go. It is lightweight and powered
with a USB rechargeable battery. 
It stores up to 100 measurements
and features a built-in microphone
so you can create a verbal record
for each colour.

Intuitive user 
interface
Requires no special training, finds
the precise colour you are looking
for, choosing from the thousands of 
colours loaded into the memory
and provides you with the exact 
recipe for the reproduction of the
same colour. You can review 
recommended colour schemes or
navigate to find your own ideal 
colour to complement the colour
reading.

Adaptable and 
expandable 
Keep your Capsure up to date with
all the latest colour collections. 
On-board software allows you to
easily synchronize and add new
collections.

'Capsure Palette' utility: Collect 
and manage all of your favourite 
colours with this unique software
application

Capsure system
The revolutionary handheld colour-matching tool that provides a powerful, versatile way to find
an exact match against any of thousands of colours stored on the available electronic fan-deck.

Capsure QC
The Capsure QC bridges the gap
between colour appearance and
material colour - from incoming 
material batches to outgoing 
product shipments - in an elegant,
portable unit that fits comfortably in
your hand.

The Capsure QC is designed to
provide stable colour comparisons
for materials and products wherever
colour control is important.

Features & Benefits

· Build a complete colour program
· Better working consistency
· Increased quality control
· Rapid and dynamic 
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Cleaner 333   

Cleaner 333 is a universal cleaner suitable for almost all types of leather. 
Cleaner 333 cleans general soiling without leaving rings after cleaning 
(also on fabric). This product can be used on delicate leathers, such as 
waxed, aniline, nubuck and patent leather.

Order code: PF03149 1 L
PF02575 5L

Rapid Cleaner S

Rapid Cleaner S is a strong cleaner suitable for pigmented leather, 
by-cast, PU and PVC leather and fabrics. Rapid Cleaner S cleans 
resistant soiling and stains without leaving rings.

Order code: PF03149 200 ml    minimum 12 pcs
PF00508 1 L
PF00329 5 L
PF00331 10 L

Mould Killer 

Mould Killer efficiently removes mould and mildew from leather. It also 
eliminates the smell of mould. 

Order code: SL01017 250 ml  minimum 12 pcs

PF00749 1 L
PF03265 5 L
PF01449 10 L

Cleaners
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Spew Remover 

Spew Remover is a product used to remove the natural oils that move from the
inside of the leather to the surface, forming a milky film or haze. Appling Spew
Remover with a cloth removes and prevents the spew from reappearing.   

Order code: PF00211 50ml  minimum 12 pcs

PF00269 225 ml  minimum 12 pcs

PF00573 1 L
PF01249 5 L
PF00269 10L

Shine  

Shine is a water based product especially designed to clean, protect and 
restore the shine to glossy leather, imitation leather, coated polyurethane and
general pigmented leather. It cleans the leather of blemishes due to normal
production work and protects against stains / rings caused by skin contact.

Order code: PF03150 150 ml  minimum 12 pcs

PF03178 1 L 
PF03145 5 L
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Degreaser & Degreaser Paste

Attention: this is classified as a hazardous good that can complicate shipping.

This product is for the removal of oil and grease stains from leather and fabric.
Applied to the surface, it will extract the oils thanks to the combined action of
solvents and absorbent powder. 

Order code: PF03403 500 ml  degreaser paste    minimum 12 pcs

PF00845 1 L
PF02105 25 L

Also available 200 ml  aerosol spray    minimum 12 pcs

Glue Remover

This product removes glue, paint, marker and wax from leather and fabrics.  

Order code: PF03412 300 ml  minimum 12 pcs

Removers
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Ink Killer

Ink Killer removes biro pen marks and stubborn stains from pigmented 
leather and fabric. 

Order code: PF00152 50 ml  minimum 12 pcs

SL01216 1 L
SL01315 5 L

Ink Away

This is an easy to use product for the removal of ink & lipstick from 
Protected (P) leathers. It works best when used with our system of 
Leather Protection Cream, which has been applied on the leather first. 
It is designed for removal of recent (3-5 days) ink on leather. It will not 
remove permanent markers from leather. 

Size 8 ml  HDPE stick - screw top base & cap    minimum 24 pcs

25 ml  HDPE stick - screw top base & cap    minimum 24 pcs

Order code 8 ml: SL01433 - GB
SL00115 - IT
SL00111 - DE
SL00113 - FR
SL00205 - PT
SL00112 - ES
SL00116 - NL
SL01533 - FIN
SL00117 - SV
SL01659 - PL

Order code 25 ml: PF03241 - IT
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Odour Remover

Odour Remover eliminates odours by neutraliziation bad smells from all 
types of leather and fabric. 

Size: 1 L
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Leather Protection Cream Loft

Leather Protection Cream Loft is a water based product that gently 
protects aniline and pigmented leather against oil, water and alcohol based
stains. It will also keep your leather lovely and soft, and when used regularly
prevents pigmented leather from cracking due to excessive dryness.
Leather Protection Cream is also available in a gloss finish version.

Order code: PF03535 1 L

Protector FL 03S

Protector FL-03S is a non flammable solvent based waterproofing agent. 
It provides nubuck and suede with a very soft touch and increase the 
brightness of the colour without changing it. At the same time it gives a
very good waterproofing effect.  The Protector FL-03S is also available in
aerosol.  

Order code: SL01046 500 ml  aerosol spray

PF03389 1 L

Protector W concentrated

Protector W concentrated is a water based spray for protecting nubuck,
suede and fabrics against drink and food stains, perspiration, grease etc. 

Order code: PF03393 10 L
PF03246 25 L
PF03118 120 L

Protectors
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Oleosa

Oleosa is a waterproof fatliquoring product that can be applied by cloth or
spray gun. As well as giving the leather a soft, oily touch it also provides
the leather with an excellent waterproofing effect. Designed to be used on
oiled or pull-up leathers to uniform the colour, improve the softness, renew
an oily touch and also remove scratches and lightened areas during the
production.

Order code: PF00571 1 L
PF00937 5 L
PF01151 10 L
PF00607 25 L
PF01132 30 L
PF01182 50 L
PF01232 120 L

Wax On

Wax On is a water-based product that when applied on waxy pull up 
leather it restores the normal softness, transparency and look on these
types of leather. It can be applied by cotton cloth to remove scratches and
lightened areas during the production.

Order code: PF00570 1 l
PF00123 5 L
PF01190 10 L
PF01391 25 L
PF01864 120 L

LM Dressing W

LM Dressing W is a water-based dressing designed to obtain an excellent
brightness and transparency with a silky soft touch. LM Dressing W can be
applied by sponge or spray-gun. The specific formula and high quality of
the raw materials used to formulate this product allows it to have an 
optimal adhesion, flexibility and rub-fastness performance.

Order code: PF03353 1L
PF03385 5 L
PF03174 10 L
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Waterstop Cream 

Waterstop Cream is a water-based cream composed of natural and 
synthetic waxes. Characterized by its’ high smoothness and brushability, 
it provides the leather with a good water repellent effect, a silky touch and
a natural brightness. This cream can be used as a first application and then
followed by a brightening cream such as Bright Now. By following this 
procedure you can obtain a bright sealed finish. Waterstop Cream can be
applied on several different types of leathers such as soft nappa leather,
vegetable or semi-vegetable tanning leather, full grain or embossed 
leather but with good absorption.

Order code: PF03354 1 L
PF03558 5 L
PF03488 25 L

Bright Now

Bright Now is a hydro-alcoholic cream which provides an excellent gloss
and transparent effect without losing the natural look of the leather. 
Thanks to its formulation it can be easily brushed and polished without 
leaving lines and provide the leather with an exceptionally good sealing 
effect, transparency and a superb silky touch. Bright Now can be applied
on several different types of leathers such as soft nappa leather, vegetable or
semi-vegetable tanned leather, full grain or embossed leather but with
good absorption.

Order code: PF03315 5 L

Fix 181

Fix 181 is a universal solvent based fixing agent available in a gloss and
matt version. Fix 181 is designed to obtain the brightness or mattness 
required with a very fine coat. No greying. Fix 181 can also be applied on
nubuck and suede leather to fix and increase the rub-fastness. Fix 181
Matt and Gloss are available in aerosol.

Gloss
Order code: SL01011 300 ml minimum 12 pcs

PF00788 1 L
PF01685 5 L

Matt
Order code: SL00746 300 ml minimum 12 pcs

PF00885 1 L
PF02977 5L

Finishing agents
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Ravvivante S

Ravvivante S is a solvent based reviver for nubuck and suede leather. 
It increases the brightness of the colour extremely well and provides the 
leather with a very soft and long lasting “wet” touch.   

Order code: PF03254 1 L
PF03510 5 L
PF03064 10 L

Leather Filler

Leather Filler is a water-based filler for filling scratches or for restoring areas
where the grain is missing. This filler is particularly flexible to enable use on
leather goods that are very supple. Leather Filler may be coloured to the
desired hue by mixing with colourants from the Colour Line Pigmented 
series, up to a ratio of 10% of colourant. 

Order code: PF00057 60 ml minimum 12 pcs

PF00847 1 L

Auxilieries
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Fix P pigments colours

FIX P pigment colours are solvent based pigmented colours that can be
used to uniform the colour shade or to re-colour the leather.

Order code: PF03079 1 L

Colours available

Fix P Black 
Fix P Brown 
Fix P Red Brown

Fix P Light Brown
Fix P Red
Fix P Green

Fix P Orange
Fix P Blue 
Fix P Yellow

Fix A aniline colours

FIX A Aniline Colours are solvent based aniline dyestuffs that can be used
to uniform the colour shade on nubuck and suede. We can use Fix A 
Aniline Colours also on crust leather, waxy leather or other types of leather
that have a good absorption, to create a stylish dark light effect.
FIX A Aniline Colours are also available in aerosol.

Order code: PF03200 1 L

Colours available

Fix A Black 
Fix A Brown 
Fix A Red Brown

Fix A Light Brown
Fix A Red
Fix A Green

Fix A Orange
Fix A Blue 
Fix A Yellow
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Colour Line Pigmented series

Colour Line Pigmented are water-based colours designed to re-new, repair
scratches and fading on pigmented leather. Thanks to the formulation and
the high quality of raw materials we can achieve a high performances in
terms of the coverage and restoring the original appearance of the leather.
After application it is necessary to use a fixative  (Fix W 100 series) to 
improve the performances of the wet and dry rub-fastness. If dried using
warm air, wait 24 hours to obtain the best result. Colour Line Pigmented
can be applied by cloth or spray gun. Usually, after the application of an
adhesion promoter (Pre-bottom A, Pre-bottom C or Pre-bottom S), apply
the first coat by cloth and the following by spray gun to uniform the colour.

Order code: SL00741 250 ml   minimum 4 pcs per colour

PF00303 1 L
PF01137 5 L
PF01136 10 L

CLP White
CLP Yellow DC
CLP Red
CLP Red Violet
CLP Bordeaux

CLP Caramel
CLP Brown
CLP Black
CLP Violet
CLP Dark Brown

CLP Gold Yellow
CLP Green Pure
CLP Blue
CLP Green
CLP Orange

Base colours available
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Colour Line Pigmented HC series

Colour Line Pigmented HC series are a water-based colour designed to
touch-up, repair scratches and fading of pigmented leather.
Colour Line Pigmented HC has the uses double the amount of pigments
and covers more. It is necessary to use a fixative (Fix W 100 series) after
application to improve the performances of wet and dry rub-fastness. 
Colour Line Pigmented HC series can be applied with a cotton cloth or by
spray gun in one or more coats. We suggest that you check the quality of
the finish at least 24 hours after the application. Colour Line Pigmented HC
series are particularly useful when you have to re-colour those type of 
colour that usually are transparent such as, red, yellow, blue and green.

Order code: 250 ml minimum 4 pcs per colour

PF03189 1 L
PF03186 5 L
PF03395 25 L

CLP HC White
CLP HC Yellow DC
CLP HC Red
CLP HC Red Violet
CLP HC Bordeaux

CLP HC Caramel
CLP HC Brown
CLP HC Black
CLP HC Violet
CLP HC Dark Brown

CLP HC Gold Yellow
CLP HC Green Pure
CLP HC Blue
CLP HC Green
CLP HC Orange

Base colours available
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Colour Line Aniline series

Colour Line Aniline are water-based colours designed to re-new, re-colour
or to give a stylish effects to leathers such as crust, aniline and pigmented,
with good absorption. Thanks to the formulation and high quality of the raw
materials we can achieve high performances in terms of adhesion, wet and
dry rub-fastness and flexibility. Colour Line Aniline can be applied by cloth
or by spray gun. Usually, after the application of an adhesion promoter 
(Pre-bottom A, Pre-bottom C or Pre-bottom S), apply the first coat by
sponge and the following by spray gun to uniform the colour.

Order code: SL00742 250 ml minimum 4 pcs per colour

PF00302 1 L
PF01177 5 L
PF01183 10 L

CLA Yellow DC
CLA Red
CLA Bordeaux
CLA Brown

CLA Black
CLA Dark Brown
CLA Lemon
CLA Celeste

CLA Blue
CLA Green
CLA Orange

Base colours available
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Aftersales services

Uniters has Repair Centers in:

Italy - Japan - Taiwan - USA  - UK  
Singapore - Hong Kong

· Cleaning, conditioning & stain 
removal inside and out

· Zippers replaced / repaired

· Linings replaced / repaired

· Piping & trim replaced and 
refinished

· Charms replaced

· Straps added, removed, 
shortened and lengthened

· Replace purse chain or strap

· New handles or refinishing and 
edging of existing handles

· Dying and colour matching

· Stitching repairs that are always 
straight and virtually perfect

· Add brass "feet" to the base of 
bags

· Magnetic closures 
added / repaired / replaced

· Hardware replaced

· Beads, stones, charms and 
ornaments replaced

· Vintage handbag restoration
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UNITERS S.p.A.

Via E. De Nicola, 1   |   36075 Montecchio Maggiore (VI)   |   ITALY
Tel:+39 0444 499099   |   Fax: +39 0444 499106   |   E-mail: info@uniters.com   |   www.uniters.com
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